CROSSWORD
No. 16,060 Set by GOZO

Across clues lead to thematic answers and lack definition

**ACROSS**
1. Novelist Jonathan takes in black and white book (6)
4. Lamb, after canapes or dips as starters (8)
9. Working inside, additionally (6)
10. Son seen in genteel circle (8)
12. Tea woman? (4,4)
13. Socials ruined after first of the lights went out (6)
15. Even parts of bedrooms (4)
16. A first-born, troubled (10)
19. Blood congealed on top of cranium – antiseptic disinfectant tipped over beneath it (7)
21. Bribes from Travolta musical succeeded (7)
22. Audio system before entering stone circle (6)
24. Popstar’s trap to catch criminals (5)
26. Confused impression of old car firm city (4)

**DOWN**
1. Code word for silly fellow taking cocaine (7)
2. Second-class thoroughfare with space around psychiatric hospital (9)
3. The standard of children’s ignorance (6)
5. Fine artist makes gumbo (4)
6. Might be said surrounded by rows and sneers (8)
7. Bad looks another theme word’s suggested (5)
8. Loving having a room designed to ourselves (6)
11. Foreign ladies having different reasons (7)
14. Stan, not half discourteous, left dessert (7)
17. Forged article is true to life (9)
18. Roller seen along the coast road by a cliff face (8)
19. Blood congealed on top of cranium – antiseptic disinfectant tipped over beneath it (7)
21. Bribes from Travolta musical succeeded (7)
22. Audio system before entering stone circle (6)
24. Popstar’s trap to catch criminals (5)
26. Confused impression of old car firm city (4)

Solution 16,059
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